Word for 2016
Word given to Abner Suarez December 10th – 31st, 2015
While we are calling this a prophecy for 2016, it is to be understood that the time frames
for the fulfillment of prophecies cannot only be confined to a calendar year period, thus
this constitutes more of a seasonal prophetic word.
It is also a given that, in some cases, the obedience of the people to respond can either
delay, change, or alter what we have seen by the Spirit during this time.

The Emerging Church: This is a season of great contrast in the Earth. In the coming
months and years, the world will begin to witness the dismantling of a religious system known as
the Western Church. For there has been a continuous misrepresentation of name by many who
are zealous for name but do not understand My true nature. And there are those in the Earth who
have defined how they will proceed according to wisdom of man and according to the world
system. But I say to you do not be afraid and do not fear for I always have a faithful witness in
the Earth and indeed My glorious Church will arise in the Earth in way the Western world has
not known. True Apostles and Prophets will emerge to lead the people of God into unchartered
territories and the value system of Heaven will be known in the Earth by My people.
For My name will be great in the Earth and in the nations of the Earth. I will release an
unprecedented roar in the Earth so that darkness will flee and indeed My glory will fill the Earth
as the waters cover the sea. The Western Church’s representation of Me has fallen far below
what I have desired or expect, but I will raise a faithful remnant of committed revolutionaries
who will be uncompromisingly righteous and will operate in great power and authority. This
remnant will not operate according to the system of the day but will defined the by the system of
Heaven and by their commitment and love for Me. 2016 I desire to be time in which the value
system of Heaven is further realized by people of God in the Western world. For over the last 10
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years I have been releasing keys to My people on how to do life as a community of people and to
be more effective and fruitful to the world around them but I say to you 2016 will begin a season
of greater authority and understanding to those who have ears to hear and eyes to see and by
those leaning into My voice and fully submitted to My purposes. For all of Heaven looks to find
those whose hearts are positioned and desire to hear and see what Heaven is releasing in this
season. This will be a time of deep and unprecedented encounter for the people of God. So
position your hearts to hear and be hungry to experience that which you have not known before,
for a great adventure into My glory awaits.
The Opening Of Revival Wells: The well of revival will be untapped in a unique and
unprecedented way in places in which those wells have gone barren or non-existent around the
United States. A wave of My glory will be unleashed in the New England regions of the United
States that will reap the fruit of unprecedented outpouring of the Holy Spirit, a harvest of souls,
of harvest of glory and great, great Kingdom advancement. The Holy Spirit showed me a map of
the United States and this map He specifically highlighted the New England. There will be a
great release of power and glory in the New England that has been unprecedented for many
years. A well of revival will also be untapped in the panhandle of Florida once again, a well of
revival will once again be unlocked in the great Northwest, a well of revival will be untapped
once again in the city of Los Angeles. An unprecedented harvest of souls will be seen in the city
of brotherly love.
A well of glory and power will be released in the city of Dallas, Texas. A well of revival
and reformation will unlocked in the Northwest section of the United States. (I see a picture like
you would see a tsunami hitting shore being released in the Northwest region of the United
States). A sign of this tsunami being released to the Northwest sections of the United States will
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be unusually high amount of rainfall. The rain of My Spirit will release newness of life and the
birthing and season of new fruitfulness for the Northwest region. The greatest outpouring that
has ever taken place will be released in the Northwest region of the United States. Years of
prophecy, prayers and will be begin to come into the fullness of time and great rejoicing will
come to the Northwest region. This will time of celebration, joy and victory for My people in the
Northwest region. I am establishing a new breed of churches and leaders around the world for
My glory and My name. The people of God have yet to witness the greatest days of outpouring
and glory and glory the world has yet to see. 2016 will be a year of divine positioning and
purposes for the outpouring My Spirit in the Earth.
A Season Of Distinct Change, Transition And Purpose: 2016 will be also be known as
year of a distinct season of divine change, transition and purpose. A sign of of divine change for
some will be a geographic change. Some will move from one location to another for the purpose
of advancement and divine fulfillment. I am moving some from one location to another for the
purpose of divine fulfillment of promises I gave many years ago. For many who move
geographically in this season it will be a though you are crossing your personal Jordan to enter
into the promise land. For others 2016 will represent a time of upgraded authority and power. I
see angels on assignment releasing to the people of God upgrades in mantles, for many this will
not be new mantles but rather mantles they already functioned in with the upgrade releasing
greater grace and greater power to operate and move at a greater level of fruitfulness, power, and
authority. Yes, a distinct mark of upgrade that the Holy Spirit is releasing to His children through
the angels of God will be a marked increase of authority. This will be a season in which those
who have moved in healings will transition into a lifestyle of miracles. This will be a season in
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which the Holy Spirit is releasing to some a grace to some to move from prophecy to individuals
to prophesying to regions and nations.
Season Of Visitation: There will also be those who in 2016 Jesus himself visits in a
unique and personal way. Yes, Jesus himself will visit some in unprecedented ways to bring
hope encouragement and an upgrade of the mantles some of My people are already carrying. The
vaults of Heaven are open much like was described in Genesis 28 and many will begin to
experience the reality of heavenly encounters they have not known the Holy Spirit teaching how
to live from Heaven towards Earth.
Season Of Unprecedented Revelation And Understanding: When the calendar years
move into 2016 it will it will commence a season of unprecedented revelation and understanding.
I see two angels standing holding scrolls, and the Holy Spirit says these are ancient books of
understanding, wisdom and wealth that are opening to the people of God for those who have ears
to hear and those who will give their eyes to see it will be a season on understanding, purpose
and vision. For those assigned who are assigned to specific places I am releasing specific keys of
understanding wisdom and purpose for how to overthrow the enemy and release the Kingdom of
God. Yes, says the Lord, I am unlocking the ancient scrolls of understanding that bring authority
over regions, cities and nations. My desire since the birth of Church has been for entire nations to
be transformed for the glory of My name. I am jealous for My name and I desire My name to be
great in the nations of the Earth. I am releasing a grace for My people to be reformers in this
season in human history. The Earth is not as I intend it to be. The Earth must be reformed and I
am calling you be a people of reformation. This is the hour of reformation this is the season.
Apostolic Authority: I am releasing messengers into the Western church who will move
from obscurity to prominence and their words will carry great authority and understanding for
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the time and seasons in which we live. These messengers will be much like Peter on the day of
Pentecost in which He spoke uncompromisingly and turned the hearts of multitudes into the
Kingdom of God. I am releasing a grace for mass evangelism on some to bring millions into the
Kingdom of God at a moment of time; I releasing a grace upon some to build a new foundation
for the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ so that people of God can be firmly planted on the
appropriate foundation and be equipped to move into unchartered territory. In 2016 a new wave
of reformation and revival will be released on the sons and daughters of God to birth a new
apostolic movement for My glorious Church can come into proper alignment with the ways of
God and the dictates of Heaven.
Kingdom Prosperity: This is a time that I am calling My people to align with Me in every
facet of life. My desire from the beginning of time has been to clothe My people with great
substance and prosperity. 2016 will be a year of unprecedented prosperity for the people of God.
Great, great wealth will begin to come to those who have standing in great faith for provision and
overflow. Now is not a season to hold onto what is in your hand but continue to be extravagant in
every way for 2016 will be your year of reaping abundance you have not known. 2016 is also a
season I desire to bring great alignment for many of My children all across the Earth. I desire to
bring you into alignment with ideas and concepts that will bring you great wealth. I desire to
bring you into alignment with favor that would bring you advancement. I desire to bring into
alignment those whose hearts are not fully aligned with My view of prosperity and Heaven’s
economy. Many of stumbled and many are even frustrated because they have yet to see divine
provision and a life of more then enough but I say to you My promises is still the same you and
My hand is not too short, if you will align with Me in this season you too will begin to
experience breakthrough and provision you have not known.
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God’s Chosen People: Pray for My chosen people in this season, for they are the apple of
eye and My chosen instrument to bring blessing to the nations of the Earth. I myself will begin to
manifest myself to My chosen people. I am releasing a wave of My glory over the nation of
Israel it will bring an unprecedented awakening of power, purpose and glory that will be
unprecedented. Pray for their protection, pray for those around the world whom hates My people
for even reasons they do not understand. For even now there are nations plotting their
destruction and there will be demonic assaults against them that is yet unprecedented but I
myself will be their protection and their reward. Though they have forsaken Me and turned from
Me in very way, I will be their reward and will visit them as I have promised.
Heaven On Earth: All of creation yearns and groans for the manifestation of the sons of
God in the Earth. My promise in this season is that truly I will roar one more time in the Earth.
This next release of My grace in the Earth will be unprecedented in human history. The
testimony of this outpouring of My Spirit will be that truly Heaven has come to Earth and the
prayer of My son Jesus will be answered that Earth would be like Heaven. Heaven will come to
the Earth and the Earth will never be the same again. So I say to My people do not look the
world system to guide you but rather seek and find Me with your whole heart—for I will find a
bride who represents Me as I intended to be represented and whose eyes are fixed Me---You are
chosen generation destined to see the glory and the habitation of God in the Earth that no other
generation has seen.
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